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ABSTRACT
The design of most hardware-based spacecraft attitude simulators restricts motion in one or more axes. The problem
addressed in this paper is how to design and build a reconfigurable spacecraft model and testbed to simulate the attitude
control performance for any satellite. A new satellite attitude dynamics and control simulator and testbed was designed
to facilitate unrestricted attitude control algorithm testing which solves the restricted motion problem by using a
spherical rotor mounted on an air bearing for a 360°, 3-axis capable testbed. The simulator uses reaction wheels as the
momentum exchange device in the satellite since most small satellites with attitude control capabilities use reaction
wheels as the preferred means of momentum exchange. Inside the spherical rotor is a reconfigurable inertia model
capable of simulating any spacecraft inertia within its design envelope. To establish the design envelope for allowable
inertia values, data from over 60 satellites were included. While not all satellites are CubeSats, the emphasis of this
paper is the benefit to the smaller CubeSat developer of a low-cost testbed for attitude control algorithm design,
validation and demonstration.
The Unrestricted Satellite Motion Simulator seeks to
provide an attitude control testbed that exhibits 360°, 3axis capable unrestricted motion in order to most
accurately model the freedom of motion in orbit. To
accomplish this, a spherical rotor was designed which
contains repositionable masses and reaction wheels and
a mass balancing system that can accurately place the
location of the center of mass of the spherical rotor in
whatever mass configuration, resolving the reaction
wheel
commands
to
accommodate
internal
configurations with three, four, or six reaction wheels.

BACKGROUND
New attitude control methods and algorithms are
regularly being developed. However, they must be
tested against specific spacecraft configurations in order
to validate new methods and findings.1,2 The current
state of satellite attitude control testbeds is deficient in
the ability to completely model three-axis motion. The
majority of spherical air-bearing testbeds3 are either
tabletop, dumbbell, or umbrella, which do not provide
full 360° rotational motion in all directions. The
Unrestricted Satellite Motion Simulator exhibits 360°
rotation around all three axes, providing an unrestricted
testbed for attitude control algorithms. The inspiration
for this simulator came from a demonstration of the
EyasSAT (http://eyassat.com/?s=3dof) three degree of
freedom CubeSat Air Bearing for classroom
demonstration purposes, which was originally designed
in cooperation with the United States Air Force
Academy.

Project Requirements
The following requirements were specified by for the
Unrestricted Satellite Motion Simulator:

In addition to exhibiting a larger motion envelope, the
Unrestricted Satellite Motion Simulator can be
reconfigured with different moments of inertia, imitating
an array of spacecraft with minimal or no hardware
modifications. Since the Simulator is made to be flexible,
it is cost-effective for any spacecraft system. It provides
a testbed system to satellite projects allowing new
attitude control algorithms to be tested before
deployment in space. The Unrestricted Satellite Motion
Simulator exhibits the same, real time movement as the
actual spacecraft on station in orbit so as to provide a
tangible example of attitude control maneuvers.
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Rotate 360° about any axis without restriction.



Balance the internal masses such that there is no
external torque on the system.



Rotate at a rate up to four degrees per second.



Communicate wirelessly with external controllers
for reaction wheel commanding and performance
data retrieval.



Utilize a spherical rotor that is 15.75 inches in
diameter (to match the specified air bearing used).



Cost effective enough for university and CubeSat
project use.
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this reduction, eigenvalues are employed. Solving for the
eigenvalues of the spacecraft’s moment of inertia

Provide an accurate representation of on-orbit
performance for any satellite being simulated.

(7)

SYSTEM DESIGN
Reaction wheels are a popular attitude control system for
small spacecraft. They affect a spacecraft’s orientation
by employing the conservation of momentum and
altering the spacecraft’s angular velocity. Assuming
there are no external torques on the system,4 the
momentum of the entire spacecraft, including the
reaction wheels, is constant.
ℎ𝑠𝑐 + ℎ𝑟𝑤 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡

where [I] is the identity matrix. The eigenvalues, λ, are
the principle inertia values [Ip1, Ip2, Ip3]. The principal
inertia tensor becomes:

(8)

(1)

Since they are related by a fixed, constant
transformation, it can be assumed that the body axis of a
satellite is aligned with the principal axes such that the
spacecraft inertia tensor is the principal inertia tensor.

where hsc is the momentum of the spacecraft and hrw is
the momentum of the internal reaction wheels. In order
to derive a direct relationship between hsc and hrw, the
constant in (1) is set to zero to give
ℎ𝑠𝑐 = −ℎ𝑟𝑤

Like a spacecraft, the Unrestricted Satellite Motion
Simulator uses the same principles to change orientation
and simulate the motion of a spacecraft in orbit. Thus,
the equation relating its momentum and the momentum
of its reaction wheels is equivalent.

(2)

Since momentum is a function of moment of inertia and
angular velocity and, assuming a rigid body (i.e. the
inertia tensor is constant with respect to time)
momentum of a body is proportional to the body’s
angular velocity.

(9)
Inertia Ratios

(3)

One goal for the Unrestricted Satellite Motion Simulator
is to produce the exact same angular velocity as the
spacecraft and provide a tangible visualization of the
movement of a spacecraft in orbit. Thus,

where 𝐼𝑆𝐶 is the inertia tensor of the spacecraft in the
body frame and 𝜔 is the spacecraft rotation rate in the
body frame. The momentum produced by each reaction
wheel is

(10)

(4)

The Unrestricted Satellite Motion Simulator is designed
to imitate a variety of spacecraft thus its design includes
internal movable masses to allow it to change its moment
of inertia. However, spacecraft come in different sizes
with different total masses, the Simulator is fixed in size
and overall mass. Although the inertia matrices can be
reduced into their principle axes, the principle inertia
tensors of both the spacecraft and the Simulator must be
equivalent for the Unrestricted Satellite Motion
Simulator to directly simulate the motion of a satellite in
orbit. To equate these potentially extremely different
objects, the spacecraft’s and Simulator’s principle inertia
tensors are scaled as ratios, regardless of size, shape, or
mass discrepancies. The inertia matrix of the spacecraft
is first resolved into its principle inertia tensor. Then, the
spacecraft’s principle inertia tensor is divided by the
value of its largest principle inertia, resulting in a matrix
of principle inertia ratios where each value is a ratio of
the inertia of one axis in relation to the inertia of the
largest axis.

where 𝐼𝑟𝑤 is the inertia of the reaction wheels and 𝛺 is
the vector of rotation rates for each of the n reaction
wheels. It must be transformed into the body frame
using the (3 by n) transformation matrix Z. Substituting
(3) and (4) into (2) yields
(5)
The inertia tensor for a given spacecraft is given in the
form
𝐼𝑥𝑥
𝐼 = [−𝐼𝑦𝑥
−𝐼𝑧𝑥

−𝐼𝑥𝑦
𝐼𝑦𝑦
−𝐼𝑧𝑦

−𝐼𝑥𝑧
−𝐼𝑦𝑧 ]
𝐼𝑧𝑧

(6)

However, because most spacecraft are not symmetric,
the products of inertia are non-zero. These products of
inertia make modeling the spacecraft difficult due to
coupling. To simplify this issue, the inertia tensor can be
reduced to a principle inertia tensor. In order to complete
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Mass Balancing
Gravity can impart external torques on the Unrestricted
Spacecraft Motion Simulator if its center of gravity is not
located at the center of rotation. If the center of gravity
is not located at the center of rotation, gravity’s pull on
the center of gravity will exert a torque on the system as
illustrated in Figure 1 and represented in (17).

(11)
where Imax_sc is the maximum principal moment of
inertia. The Principal Inertia Ratios, D, F, and G, are
always less than or equal to 1.0. One of the values will
equal exactly 1.0 while the others will vary depending on
the inertia of the spacecraft being modeled.
Since the principle inertia ratio tensors of the spacecraft
and Simulator are equivalent by design, the momentum
between the spacecraft and the Simulator can be related
as

(12)
and

(13)

Figure 1. Gravity-based External Torque on
Simulator System

Given that both the spacecraft and simulator have the
same principle inertia ratio tensors, the angular velocities
of the spacecraft and the simulator are maintained as
equivalent.

(17)
where F is the applied force of gravity, d is the distance
the center of gravity is removed from the center of
rotation, τg is torque produced (perpendicular to F and
d), m is the mass of the system, and α is the resulting
angular acceleration of the system. The angular
acceleration causes the system to begin rotating and
experiencing an increasing angular velocity until the
center of gravity is at its lowest point, where the sphere
will eventually come to rest. In order to eliminate the
external torques, the locations of the center of gravity
and the center of rotation of the sphere must coincide.
When d equals zero, the gravitational torque exerted on
the system equals zero and no angular acceleration is
imparted.

Combining (5), (12), and (13), the relationship between
the spacecraft reaction wheels and simulator reaction
wheels is established as:
(14)
The momentum of the spacecraft can be directly related
to the momentum of the simulator’s reaction wheels by
(15)
or

Because the Unrestricted Satellite Motion Simulator is
reconfigurable in order to simulate different spacecraft,
ensuring its center of gravity is located at the center of
rotation before testing is critical to keep system error at
a minimum. Ultimately, this becomes a mass balancing
problem with an added solution requirement. The
masses must not only be balanced about the center of
rotation, but they must still create the desired inertia
tensor. Mass balancing problems that only require
weights to be centered or particularly placed have been
solved before; however, the Unrestricted Satellite
Motion Simulator’s additional inertia constraint

(16)
which allows the simulator to employ any reaction wheel
attitude control and commanding algorithm as if it is the
spacecraft and the resultant performance (in terms of
angular rate achieved on the body) will be directly
measured from the simulator.
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transforms the mass balancing issue from something
simple, to a more complex and difficult problem. Every
time a mass is moved to relocate the center of gravity,
the inertia is changed. However, the inertia does not
change about that particular axis, it changes about the
other two axes that that mass travels around. Since a
movement in one axis designed to balance the mass
affects the other axes for the inertia tensor, there is
complex coupling that occurs for every movement. This
is not a problem easily calculated by a human operator
and needs an automated algorithm to find a more precise
solution than estimating movements and recalculating
the inertia tensor manually.
Establishing the Design Envelope
To establish the bounding inertia ratios that the simulator
must accommodate, a survey of various satellite inertia
tensors was conducted. Published and unpublished data
from almost 100 sources (see Appendix A) for more than
60 different spacecraft established the requirements for
the simulator.

Figure 2: Inertia Ratios from the Survey Data with
Triangle Limits Shown.
RESOLUTION INTO PROTOTYPE
A prototype of the Unrestricted Satellite Motion
Simulator was initially proposed in 2016 to provide the
capabilities described above. To accurately model
motion in orbit, the Simulator’s external design uses a
spherical rotor mounted on a spherical air bearing to
provide a frictionless, 360°, 3-axis rotational
environment; this environment is necessary in order for
the movement of the spherical rotor to act as a free
floating object in space with no external forces or
restrictions applied to the satellite. The spherical rotor is
15.75 inches in diameter, per the requirements given to
fit the specific air bearing.

Absolute inertia values ranged from 0.002 to 93,000 kgm2 with mission types including navigation,
communication, military, research, university, CubeSat,
earth and space science, space telescopes, and
interplanetary probes. While not all satellites used
reaction wheels, the inertia values were still valuable in
establishing the scope of actual inertia ratios. The oldest
satellite in the survey is Transit Research and Attitude
Control (TRAAC – 1961)5 with the newest being the
James Web Space Telescope (JWST).6 The sizes of the
spacecraft range from a 1U CubeSat like the AAUSat-37
to the Hubble Space Telescope (HST).8

The air bearing specified for the prototype is a custom
manufactured NEWWAY® S36200R200 air bearing
(http://www.newwayairbearings.com).
Instead of
having a small number of orifices for air to support the
rotor, the air bearing has a porous carbon surface with
millions of orifices purposed to distribute air across the
entire surface. This allows for a smooth and uniform
pressure profile with which to support the spherical rotor
and provide a frictionless surface. Additionally, because
the entire block is porous and can deliver air, the air
bearing is scratch resistant: even if the surface becomes
scratched or scuffed, air will still be delivered out of the
scratches and an even air layer will continue to be
provided.

Figure 2 shows the collected data as ratios. The colors
denote which two ratios are being displayed for a given
spacecraft, since the third is equal to 1.0. Considering the
properties of the inertia tensor, there are physical limits
to the values that ratios D, F, and G can take, based on
the triangle inequalities:
(18)
Values for D, F, and G that violate (18) are not
physically realizable and were not considered during
the design analysis. The limits of physically realizable
inertia values are shown by the black dashed line
labeled Triangle Limit in Figure 2.
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The air bearing for the Unrestricted Satellite Motion
Simulator was custom designed to hold a 15.75 inch
outer diameter spherical rotor. It is capable of supporting
a load of several hundred pounds and, as a result, can
provide ample support for the Unrestricted Satellite
Motion Simulator whose total weight is approximately
25 pounds.
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Mounting and Storage Structure
When not in operation, the spherical rotor sits above a
hole in its shelf surrounded by a foam bowl to keep it in
place and to prevent the clear acrylic shell from
scratching (see Figure 3).

Figure 5. External View of the Unrestricted Satellite
Motion Simulator Cart
Figure 3. Top View of Empty Foam Bowl with
NEWWAY Air Bearing Below

Internal Design
In order to model multiple spacecraft, the Simulator
includes an internal variable mass modeler which
represents spacecraft based on its principle inertia ratios.
Specifically, the rotor includes six, independently
moveable masses located on each of the positive and
negative coordinate axes. The Mass is carried on a
traveler, which also carries the reaction wheel and
associated battery pack (see Figure 6). The travelers
were 3D printed on site and designed for a specific
reaction wheel configuration. Each mass weighs
approximately two kilograms. This value maximizes the
inertia changes within the operating envelope of the
spherical rotor while also being light enough to ensure
an overall slew rate of four degrees/second is maintained
by the reaction wheels.

The air bearing sits below the spherical rotor on a
moveable platform that can be raised to meet the bottom
of the rotor, as shown in Figures 4 and 5. The air bearing
is connected to an air compressor with desiccant and oil
filters to prevent particulates from clogging the air
bearing. The air compressor is portable and is capable
of continuous use for 15 minutes.

Figure 4. Air Filters and NEWWAY Air Bearing on
Adjustable Platform

Figure 6. +Y-Axis Mass Traveler with Reaction
Wheel Assembly and Attached Mass
Culton
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Slew rate is calculated from how much torque the
reaction wheels produce and the overall mass of the rotor
and its internal components. Thus, to ensure a four
degree/second slew rate capability, the added masses
must not make the total mass of the system exceed a
specific weight.
Each mass is controlled by a stepper motor, shown in
Figure 7. These stepper motors allow each mass to move
independently within the rotor, expanding the range of
attainable inertia ratios and increasing the number of
satellites the simulator is capable of imitating. The
stepper motors are attached to a threaded nut on which
the masses are mounted. When the shaft rotates, the
masses are moved laterally on the shaft, affecting their
position within the rotor.
Figure 8. Internal Components of the Unrestricted
Satellite Motion Simulator (with Top Hemisphere
and +Z-Axis Traveler Removed)
The pyramidal configuration provides redundant three
axis control, ultimately allowing the Simulator to
experience three dimensional rotation, and is a common
configuration for systems with four reaction wheels. In
order to represent these four wheels in the body frame, a
reaction wheel alignment matrix, Z, is required. The
reaction wheel alignment matrix follows a NASA
standard four-wheel configuration9 and is given by

Z
(19)
with η=35.26° as the optimal fixed angle for the
maximum spherical torque envelope10 and is shown in
Figure 10.
Figure 7. Stepper Motor with Threaded Shaft and
Mounting Nut

x

X

0

Control of the Simulator attitude is achieved with up to
six reaction wheels, mounted on the moveable masses.
The prototype simulator includes a set of four Faulhaber
brushless DC motors with a custom built wheel; one of
each on the positive and negative x- and y-axes, oriented
in a standard pyramidal configuration as shown in Figure
8 and illustrated in Figures 9-10.

y

1
2

4

Y
3

Figure 9: Reaction Wheel Configuration in X-Y
Plane.
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locations to create the same inertia ratio matrix for the
spherical rotor. The system of masses will then be
balanced, ensuring the center of gravity is located at the
center of rotation. To accomplish this, the rotation rate
of the sphere will be measured via the internal IMU
while the reaction wheels are at rest to calculate the
torque on the spherical rotor due to the displacement
between the center of gravity and the center of rotation.
The displacement will be calculated from the torque
produced; as a result, movement of the masses to relocate
the center of gravity will be estimated. The masses will
be moved while making sure the new placement of the
masses still satisfies the inertia ratio matrix. This process
will repeat until the rotational rate induced on the sphere
due to the displacement between the center of gravity
and center of rotation is insignificant enough to not affect
the results of any attitude control algorithm test.

z
0

y
4

Z

35.26o

2

35.26o
Y

Figure 10: Reaction Wheel Configuration in Y-Z
Plane.
The Simulator is controlled wirelessly during normal
operations. The prototype includes a system of xBee 2.4
GHz wireless radios, which relay commands in and data
out of the sphere, and an Arduino processor which
directs the stepper motors. Each reaction wheel has its
own controller which communicates via the xBee to the
laptop for commanding. The xBee and Arduino
controller are located within the +z-axis mass traveler as
shown in Figure 11. The +z-axis mass traveler also
houses the battery pack for these elements. Located on
the center block, an Adafruit 9-DOF inertial
measurement unit (IMU) will measure the rotation of the
simulator. Externally, there is a laptop computer running
algorithms to wirelessly control and monitor the reaction
wheels and different data systems. The attitude control
algorithm performance data displays on this laptop in
real time and is also recorded for later analysis.

Whenever a new reaction wheel configuration is
installed, the reaction wheels must also be calibrated.
Once the system is balanced, each reaction wheel must
be individually spun up to speed to ensure operation.
Next, the system of reaction wheels must be spun such
that the sphere rotates about the body frame’s x-axis.
This should be repeated around the y- and z- axes as well
to ensure full 360°, 3 axes rotation is possible and at the
rate that is expected.
FUTURE WORK
Ultimately, the mass balancing and calibration should be
entirely autonomous. Instead of balancing the masses by
manually estimating where to reposition the masses
given the calculated displacement between the centers of
gravity and rotation, there will be an autonomous
algorithm that will continually iterate until the masses
are balanced. Having the computer calculate the exact
distance the masses should be moved while
simultaneously ensuring the desired inertia ratio matrix
is achieved will be quicker and more accurate than the
manual process.
The first generation spherical rotor was not
manufactured precisely enough to ensure a symmetrical,
spherical shape. Instead, the sphere bulges around the
equator, preventing the rotor from rotating freely about
the x- or y-axes. Research into alternate materials,
manufacturers, and mold methods is being conducted to
solve this issue.

Figure 11. +Z-Axis Mass Traveler with xBees (Blue)
and Arduino Controller

CONCLUSION
Although the Unrestricted Satellite Motion Simulator is
only a prototype at the moment, it was designed as a fully
functional, accurate, and flexible attitude control
algorithm testbed. This testbed is capable of simulating
numerous satellites and their reaction control systems.
The design envelope was established using actual

Calibration and Testing
Before every test, the Simulator’s systems must be
balanced and calibrated to ensure accuracy. First, the
desired inertia ratio matrix will be entered into the
system and the masses will move to the appropriate
Culton
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Master’s thesis, Dept. Electronic Systems, Aalborg
University, Aalborg, Germany, June 2010.

spacecraft across the spectrum of sizes to ensure
universal applicability of the simulator to any future
satellite project. Most importantly, this simulator
eliminates the biggest restriction of current simulators by
providing the capability to test satellite rotation about
any axis without restriction. The ability to demonstrate
and validate new attitude control methods and
algorithms on hardware that accurately represents the
satellite system is critically valuable for any program,
but especially those programs whose budget or schedule
do not allow for expensive testing apparatus.
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